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effectual, and put it in their power to tyrannize over the
clothiers as much as ever. This was done by tampering
with those of the trade whose circumstances were most
precarious, who—induced by the promise of a speedy sale
for their goods prior to those of any other maker—were
easily prevailed upon to forgo the advantage of the notes
granted them by Parliament. This fatal precedent being
once set, the factors instantly exacted a like compliance
from all the rest; and if any refused, not one piece of their
cloth was sold. By which means, being obliged to keep
their workmen employed in the interval, their whole stock
[capital], though ever so large, was exhausted; and the
more stock they had, the more it became their interest to
truckle to their old oppressors, and again take off their wool
on what terms they pleased."
The factor was something more than a commission
aSent: indeed, as the amount of his commission was three,
four or five shillings per clothx, he evidently owed his
prosperity to his ' by-trade '. He was a merchant trading
on his own account, usually as a seller of wool, although he
also sometimes figured as a seller of cloth, which he either
bought from the clothier—making " the best market of the
clothier " instead of " the best market for the clothier "—
or employed' journeymen clothiers * to manufacture for him2.
Criticism of his activities, whether as agent or merchant,
continued in the eighteenth century8, but he maintained
his position. He fulfilled indispensable functions since he
not only sold the clothiers' cloth for them in the London
market, but advanced them money on which interest was
paid while the goods lay on his hands unsold *. It may be
observed, finally, that factors existed in other branches of
industry. Yarranton brings charges against the London
1	D. S., The State of the Difference between the Clothiers and the City of
London, 6.
2	Ibid. 5 ;   The Clothiers Complaint (1692), 5;   The Interest of England
. . . considered in a Dialogue between Sir T. Flourishing and T, Castdown
(1701), 22.
8 E.g. Smith, Chronicon Rusticum-Commerciale (ed. 1747), ii. 310 $eq.
Their profits on Spanish wool and their financial methods are among the
grievances enumerated.
* Reports from Committees of the House of Commons, ii. 69 (1744).

